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MY EPICURE 2.0 POLICY & PROCEDURE OVERVIEW 

Placing orders through a Cooking Class 
link 

You can begin placing orders through a Cooking Class 
link 30 days prior to the date of the Cooking Class until 
11:59 PM (PT) on the third day after the date of the 
Cooking Class. 

Submitting orders Submitting direct ship orders and the primary order 
will not close a Cooking Class and the orders will be 
directed to processing and shipping as soon as they 
are submitted. 

Closing a Cooking Class  The system will auto-close a Cooking Class event at 
11:59 PM (PT) three days after the date it is scheduled 
to take place. It can be manually closed by a 
Consultant at any time prior to that. Once closed, 
orders can no longer be placed through it. 

Open orders attached to closed Cooking 
Classes 

Any open Cooking Class orders, meaning there are 
products in the cart, but it hasn’t been submitted, will 
become catalogue orders when the Cooking Class 
event is closed. They will no longer count toward the 
Cooking Class total. *If the order is a group order, 
meaning either a general or shared direct ship order, 
the orders will be deleted. 

Changing Cooking Class details The Cooking Class date can be changed to a date up to 
30 days beyond or prior to the current date in the 
system.  

Mandatory email requirement for all 
orders 

Emails are required for each order to ensure an order 
receipt is provided to each customer. For the rare case 
in which a customer doesn’t have or will not provide 
an email, Consultants can enter their own email. It is 
the Consultant’s responsibility to ensure the customer 
receives their receipt or some proof of their purchase. 

Customer Exclusive for online customers Online customers who spend $75 or more will have 
the opportunity to purchase the current month’s 
Customer Exclusive promotion. 

Online customers added to your contacts When a new customer places an online customer 
order of any kind through your e-commerce website, 
their order will show up in your order history and their 
contact information will be automatically added to 
your contacts.  

Charging credit cards There is no longer a functionality to charge an 
unallocated amount to a credit card. Credit cards can 
only be charged against an order in the system. 

Tax exempt orders A Status Card number is required for all tax-exempt 
orders. The form is no longer required although it is 
still required that the order be shipped to a reserve. 

Credit cards stored in the system Credit cards, including Consultant credit cards, will not 
be stored in the system beyond the pre-authorization 
period of 4-7 days. 

Payment splitting options for the 
customer 

The system makes it possible for you to split the 
payment for a customer order. For example, a 
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customer can pay part of their order in cash, and part 
in credit card. When you receive cash from that 
customer, you can then personally process the cash 
balance in the system via your own credit card.   

How long an individual open order 
(started in the system but not yet 
submitted) can stay in My Epicure 2.0 

Primary orders and direct ship orders will be auto-
deleted by the system if they are not submitted after 
14 days. Online orders on epicure.com will not be 
auto-closed. 

Future Booking Future bookings can only be added to an open 
Cooking Class. They will show up in your Bookings 
report and My Cooking Classes.  

Future Booking timeline A future booking must be booked and claimed within 
90 days of the original Cooking Class date. The date of 
the event can be moved up to 30 days in either 
direction after the initial booking, however, it must 
take place within that original 90-day period. 

Future Booking Bonus  The Future Booking Bonus will only be applied to 
qualified Cooking Classes; if a class does not qualify, it 
will not be applied. Consultants acting as Host will not 
be awarded any future booking benefits as this is 
exclusive to Hosts. 

Host Benefits Host benefits are allocated once the Cooking Class 
event is closed. Hosts receive email notification and 
will see the benefits show up in their epicure.com 
account, from which they can shop with their benefits. 
Hosts have 30 days to claim these benefits, after 
which they will no longer be available. Consultants can 
claim the Host benefits for their Hosts through a 
catalogue order.  

Host benefits on Exclusive Offers 
 
 

While the current month’s Host Exclusive promotion 
will be made available to Hosts when they claim their 
benefits, they cannot apply free or half price benefits 
toward the purchase of either the Host or customer 
exclusive.  If a Host’s 30-day benefits period crosses 
over two different months, the Host can choose to 
claim their benefits in the month with the Host 
Exclusive they wish to purchase. 

Host benefit of additional ½ price item 
for a future booking 

When Hosts get a future booking through their 
Cooking Class and earns an additional ½ price product, 
they will lose it if their Cooking Class does not qualify.  

Booking an Opportunity Chat An Opportunity Chat can be booked through an open 
Cooking Class; they will show up on your dashboard 
under MY BOOKINGS. They do not show up on the 
landing page calendar which reflects only key dates 
and events from Home Office. 

No more $50 minimum order required There is no longer a $50 minimum order requirement 
to order achievement products or pre-order 
exclusives. 

Customer contact requirements All customer contacts will have a minimum data set of 
first name, last name, email, and phone number. 

Customer order requirements All customer orders will require a COMPLETE shipping 
data set of first name, last name, email, phone 
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number, street address, city, province, and postal 
code. 

Auto-save during order entry If you are on the SELECT PRODUCT page and you 
navigate away from the order (i.e., hit the back arrow 
or go to another section of My Epicure 2.0) without 
selecting SAVE FOR LATER, you will be prompted to 
save your work before proceeding so it won’t be lost. 
If, however, you proceed simply proceed to shipping, 
your orders will remain intact. From the shipping page 
all the way to the Thank You page, the system auto-
saves in real time.  

Sponsoring a Host A Host with an open Cooking Class cannot be 
sponsored until after that Cooking Class is closed. If 
the Host currently has available unused benefits, they 
will be transferred into their new Consultant account 
so they can be claimed within that 30-day benefits 
period. 

Annual liability insurance Consultants will be required to pay for their annual 
insurance before they can enter their first order of 
every calendar year. This will be prompted by the 
system. 

Single catalogue added to order This function is not available at this time.  

 

GLOSSARY 

Cooking Class event A booking entered into My Epicure 2.0 noting the Host, date, 
and time. Once entered, it generates a link through which 
guests can order product and enables the Consultant to begin 
placing orders through this Cooking Class. 

Direct ship order An order that is being shipped directly to a single customer. 

General order A grouping of all orders placed by the Consultant that are not 
Direct Ship orders and enjoys a slightly lower shipping rate. 

Catalogue order A customer or Host order that is not attached to a Cooking 
Class. 

Open order An order that has been started in the system but is not yet 
submitted 

Auto-save The act of My Epicure 2.0 automatically saving information in 
real time from the shipping page on to the submission of the 
order. 

Thank-you page The landing page after the submission of an order. 

Host 30-day benefits period The period during which Hosts can claim their benefits. It 
begins as soon as their Cooking Class is closed, at which point 
they will be notified by email. 

Opportunity chat A booked time in which a Consultant shares Epicure’s business 
opportunity with an interested contact. 

Future Booking  A Cooking Class that is booked through a previous Cooking 
Class event. 

Order invoice A document issued by Home Office containing all order details, 
including product brought, shipping address, and form of 
payment. 
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Last updated: July 31, 2018 

Items marked with a * were added or updated 

 

MY EPICURE 2.0 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Important: What should I do if I have questions, suggestions, or concerns? 
Print off the “WHAT TO DO” chart in the Transition Guide and keep it near your computer – this way 
you’ll always know where to find an answer to your questions. 
 
How do I access the new system? 

You’ll get an email on GO-LIVE day notifying you when you can access the system, so watch your 

inbox! Click on the link provided, and log in just as you did in the previous version of My Epicure. 

If you can’t log in: Double check you’re using the right username/password. Then check the 

Facebook Consultant group and Bulletin Board to make sure we’re live. Only contact Customer 

Experience if the system is live but won’t let you use your correct login. 

Where can I find a general overview of any policy changes? 

You can find the handy updated Policy chart here: [link] 

 

EMAILS 

*What emails will be automatically sent by My Epicure 2.0? 

My Epicure 2.0 makes your life easier by sending follow-up information for you to your contacts. 

That’s why it’s so important that you input correct email addresses for your Hosts and customers. 

Here’s the full list of emails that are available with this launch. 

• Invoices for all orders, sent as soon as the order is submitted 

• Tracking numbers for all orders, sent as soon as the order is shipped 

• A reminder to you that your Cooking Class closes in 24 hours 

• Fundraiser order invoice to the Fundraiser coordinator 

• Notification of Cooking Class booking – to the Host 

• Reminder for Hosts to set up their epicure.com account, if needed 

• Notification of available Host Benefits, sent to the Host after their qualified Cooking Class 

closes 

• Reminder to the Host that their Host Benefits expire in one week 

With emails being mandatory for placing an order (for order invoices), what can I do if my customer 

does not have email? 

We expect this to be a rare occurrence. If needed: they may choose to use a family member’s email, 

or you can use your own email for the order and simply provide them with a printout of their order 

invoice. 
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COOKING CLASS 
Watch the training videos for how to book a Cooking Class, and submit orders towards it. 

*Note for launch: All links for Cooking Classes booked past June 19 will be updated with the launch 

of My Epicure 2.0 so you will have to re-send those links to your customers of that Cooking Class. 

Any direct ship orders that have already gone through will for sure be counted toward the Cooking 

Class. 

I’m trying to place a Cooking Class order: what’s the difference between the General Cooking Class 

Order and Direct Ship (Single or Shared)? 

The General Cooking Class Order includes all orders that are NOT direct ship. The combined orders 

ship to an address of the Host or Consultant’s choosing; all customers who opt to join this order 

enjoy a slightly lower shipping rate.  

Direct Ship orders are shipped to an address of the customer(s’) choosing, and the shipping rate 

reflects this convenience. Multiple Direct Ship orders can be combined and sent to one address with 

the cost of shipping shared.  

See the shipping chart below for the rates.  

Does submitting the General Cooking Class order close the Cooking Class? 

No, the Cooking Class event is separate from Cooking Class orders. 

When can I start submitting orders towards a Cooking Class? 

You can begin submitting orders towards a Cooking Class, or orders can be placed through the 

Cooking Class link, 30 days prior to the date of the Cooking Class. 

When I go to add another order to my Cooking Class, why isn’t the pop-up giving me the General 

Order or Direct Ship order options? 

You can only open the General Order once per Cooking Class. The option won’t pop up again if 

you’re already done it. The next time you’re adding an order to the Cooking Class, it defaults to a 

direct ship order. To add more orders to that open General Order, access it through your Orders 

page (as “Cooking Class- General”) or the Cooking Class page. 

When do customers in the General Order get their invoice? 

They will be emailed their invoice when the General Order is submitted. You could give them a 

subtotal on a paper order form if they request it or let them know when you’ll be submitting the 

order so they can look for their order invoice in their inbox. 

Is there a running Cooking Class order total to tell me how close the Cooking Class is to qualifying? 

On the Cooking Class VIEW DETAILS page, you will see a “compensable sales” total which reflects 

only the submitted orders; Beside it, in orange, you will see the pending amount for all open orders 

attached to the Cooking Class.  

Can I reschedule a Cooking Class? 

You can move the Cooking Class date to up to 30 days of the originally scheduled date, an unlimited 

number of times. However, if you pass the date and time of the current Cooking Class booking you 

cannot reschedule. 
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Can I cancel a Cooking Class? 

You can only cancel a Cooking Class when there are zero orders attached to it. Once an order has 

been submitted, you cannot cancel the Cooking Class. 

When do Cooking Classes close? 

*Cooking Classes automatically close 3 days after the booking date. Example: “My Cooking Class 

was booked for April 8 – it will close automatically on April 11 at 11:59 PM (PT).” You can also 

manually close the Cooking Class before then. 

Once the Cooking Class event closes, no additional orders can be submitted towards it. If there were 

open orders attached to, but not submitted through, the Cooking Class, they will detach from the 

Cooking Class and become open Catalogue orders. 

Do my Cooking Class orders count toward my monthly Consultant qualification? 

Yes, however orders count towards the month in which the order is submitted.  

Example: “My Cooking Class is booked for May 15, and I submit a customer order for that Cooking 

Class on April 20. That customer order counts towards my April qualification. I submit another order 

for that Cooking Class on May 10; that second order will count towards my May qualification. All 

orders placed through the Cooking Class will count toward the Host benefits.” 

*I changed the date of my Cooking Class and moved it forward but the link for the class is not yet 

available even the class is less than 30 days away. How come? 

The system only makes the class link available 30 days prior to the original Cooking Class date. This 

does not re-set when you move the class forward. You do have the option to cancel the class and re-

book it, however, any future booking credit would be lost. 

 

ORDERING 

Important FYI of a new system detail: To ensure financial security for you and your customers, 

credit cards will not be stored in My Epicure 2.0 after the order has been submitted. 

The credit card information will remain in the system and held (pre-authorized) for 4-7 days 

(depending on the banking institution) while the order is open. If you do not submit the order before 

the pre-authorization expires, you will need to re-enter the credit card information. 

A CVV number and Credit Card Name will also be required as an added security feature; this is 

common practice for ordering online. If you are not submitting their order right away, you can still 

input these details and the information will be temporarily saved as part of pre-authorization.  This 

information should not be written down on paper – you can call them later to get these details. 

All credit card charges must be processed through an order in My Epicure 2.0 as the credit card 

processing feature is not part of this updated platform. EPIC TIP: My Epicure 2.0 is mobile friendly, so 

you can take orders on the spot at public events, trade shows, and more. 

How do I place an order for myself? 

Click “Personal Order” – and new for My Epicure 2.0: there is no $50 minimum on any order! 
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Why is there a prompt to spend more to unlock the Customer Exclusive if it’s already been 

purchased? 

That prompt is for the next Customer Exclusive level (e.g., $150 to purchase a second exclusive). 

When do open orders close? 

Open orders automatically close in 14 days. It’s good business practice to keep things moving. 

Can one customer pay for their order in multiple payment methods? (ie. half on credit card, half in 

cash) 

The system makes it possible for you to split the payment for a customer order. For example, a 

customer can pay part of their order in cash, and part in credit card. When you receive cash from 

that customer, you can then personally process the cash balance in the system via your own credit 

card.  What about taking payment from my customers later? (ie. after I submit the order) 

Recommended best practice is taking payment from your customers upfront, and either submitting 

the order right away or saving until you are ready to submit. Refer to the section above about pre-

authorization timelines when using credit cards.  

Why do some customers have a “Host” label in their order and others have “Customer”? 

If they hosted in the past, they will show up as “Host” from then on. This is part of the updated 

functionality with our new contact management system. 

Where can I see credit on/owing on my account? 

Go to your Profile. 

Can I combine Consultant supplies/achievement products with other orders? 

That feature is not available with this initial launch; we anticipate it to be available within 6-8 weeks. 

Until then, you can order these items as a Personal Order. 

What information is required for tax exempt orders? 

A Status Card number will be required during checkout. 

How will my customer receive an invoice/tracking number? 

An invoice and FedEx tracking number will be emailed to them directly via the email address 

attached to their contact.  

*Are plastic bags still included with orders? 

Plastic bags will be included with Cooking Class orders that are in excess of approximately 20 items. 

As always, bags will not be included with individual orders. Plastic bags are available in Consultant 

Supplies, so you can have extras on-hand. 

 

HOST BENEFITS 

How does the Host shop using their Host Benefits? 

Once the Cooking Class closes, the Host will receive an email with their total Host Benefits.  

The Host has 30 days to shop using their Host Benefits – they can shop online on epicure.com, or 
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you can place an order for them and the Host Benefits will appear at checkout. Check out the 

Training Video to see how it works! 

What if a Host wants to submit their Host Order with the General Cooking Class Order, or through a 

direct ship order attached to the Cooking Class? 

A Host must wait until the Cooking Class closes to submit their Host Order; Host Benefits are only 

calculated after the Cooking Class closes. This allows them flexibility to shop at their leisure for 30 

days, with an exclusive Host shipping rate to sweeten the deal. 

Can they apply the Host Benefit towards the Host Exclusive(s)? 

No – you cannot get a discount on a discount. 

*Can Host Benefits be used on discounted items? 

Host benefits can be used on discounted items; however, the discount will be applied to the full 

retail price. You cannot get a discount on something already discounted. 

What happens to a Host's free and half-price product benefits if they become a Consultant? 

Any active Host Benefits are transferred to the new Consultant's account. 

*Does the Host have to claim all the benefits at once or can they be claimed in separate orders? 

The Host can claim the benefits in more than one order as long as it’s within the 30 days they have 

to use the benefits before they expire. The Host will pay shipping for each order. 

 

 

SHIPPING 

Watch the training videos to understand all the ordering options available. 

Note: there will no longer be a $50 minimum on any orders, including personal orders. 

What are the shipping options available? 

COOKING CLASS ORDERS 

General Cooking Class Order, 
shipped to an address of the 
Host or Consultant's 
choosing. 
 
Includes all orders that are 
not Direct Ship orders. 
 

- Order total up to $99.99 = $9.00 shipping fee, split among all 
customers in the shipment pro-rated based on their order 
subtotal 

- Example:  
• Customer One Subtotal 15.00 / (Overall Total (85.00) x 9 = 1.58 

Shipping 
• Customer Two Subtotal 30.00 / Overall Total (85.00) x 9 = 3.18 

Shipping 

• Customer Three Subtotal 40.00 / Overall Total (85.00) x 9 = 4.24 
Shipping 

 
- Order total $100+ = each customer pays a flat 9% shipping fee 
- Example: 

• Customer One Subtotal 15.00 x 0.09 = 1.35 Shipping 

• Customer Two Subtotal 30.00 x 0.09 = 2.70 Shipping 

• Customer Three Subtotal 40.00 x 0.09 = 3.60 Shipping 

• Customer Four Subtotal 45.00 x 0.09 = 4.05 Shipping 
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Direct ship the order, either 
single or shared with 
multiple customers, to an 
address of the customers’ 
choosing. 
 

Standard shared Direct Ship rates: 
- Order total $0.00 to $49.99 = $8.95 flat rate, split among all 

customers in the shipment, pro-rated based on their order 
subtotal. 

- Order total $50.00 to $99.99 = $11.25 flat rate, split among all 
customers in the shipment, pro-rated based on their order 
subtotal. 

- Order total $100+ = each customer in the order pays a 11% 
shipping fee (calculated similar to the example above) 

 
 

ONLINE/CATALOGUE ORDERS 

Customers who shop online: 
order will be direct shipped 
to an address of their 
choosing 

Standard Direct Ship rates: 
- Order total $0.00 to $49.99 = $8.95 flat rate 
- Order total $50.00 to $99.99 = $11.25 flat rate 
- Order total $100+ = 11% shipping fee  

 

Hosts who purchase the 
Host Exclusive, or shop using 
their Host Benefits 

Exclusive Host shipping rate: 
- Order total up to $99.99 = $9.00 flat rate 
- Order total $100+ = 9% shipping rate 

 

You place a Catalogue order 
for a customer, shipped to 
them directly 

Standard Direct Ship rates apply 

Multiple Catalogue orders 
are combined in a shared 
direct shipment 

Standard shared Direct Ship rates apply 

PERSONAL ORDERS 

Consultant Supplies, 
achievement products, pre-
order products, or personal 
Catalogue orders 

- Order total up to $99.99 = $9.00 flat rate 
- Order total $100+ = 9% shipping rate 

 
NOTE: With the initial launch of My Epicure 2.0, Consultant supplies and 
achievement products cannot be combined with any other order type 
and must be submitted as personal orders. We anticipate this feature will 
be available in 6-8 weeks. 
 

 

Will shared Direct ship orders arrive in the same box? 

*Yes, all customer orders in the shared direct shipment will be packaged in the same box(es). The 

shipment will need to be sorted and distributed by the recipient.  

How will my customer receive a FedEx tracking number? 

When the package officially ships, tracking numbers will be emailed to them directly via the email 

address provided at checkout. 
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BOOKING 

Watch the training videos for how to book a Cooking Class, plus add a Future Booking or 

Opportunity Chat! 

How far in advance can I create a Future Booking? 

A future booking must be booked and held with 90 days of the original Cooking Class date. If you 

need to edit, you can change the address and date of a Future Booking but not the Host’s name. 

How come my Future Bookings, Opportunity Chats, and Cooking Class don’t show up on the My Desk 

calendar? 

For the time being, the My Desk calendar reflects Epicure Home Office dates including Season 

Launches, training calls, etc. You can find your bookings in your Personal Bookings Report. 

 

CONTACTS 

Note: you won't be able to place a Host Benefits order for a past Host if you delete them from your 

contacts (they can only shop online). 

How do I undo merged contacts? 

Once contacts have been merged this cannot be undone. You will need to re-enter as separate 

contacts.  

How do I access/can I edit a customer's order record? 

Look for that customer in your Contacts. Note: your customer contact is simply a copy of the user’s 

data; you can make changes without affecting the customer's record on epicure.com. 

Why won’t it let me delete a past customer from my contacts? 

You cannot delete a contact who has an order history.  

 

SPONSORING/ NEW CONSULTANTS 

Watch the training video for how to sponsor someone. 

How does my New Consultant set up their Consultant account? 

Once you purchase a Career Kit an email will be sent to the New Consultant for them to complete 

setting up their profile, choose their password, and sign the Consultant Agreement – they will not be 

active until this is completed.  

How do I determine what my new Consultant's language preference is? 

Whether you choose an English or French Career Kit will determine the new Consultant's language 

preference for emails etc. The language preference can be changed afterwards in their Profile 

section if needed. 

Why does the sponsoring process ask for their birth date? 

This is a requirement for all Quebec Consultants; however, as per the Consultant Agreement, all 

Consultants must be of legal age in the province in which they reside. 
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It won’t accept their email address when sponsoring? 

You cannot sponsor someone using the same email address as an existing Consultant. Check that 

this email is not being used by another Consultant account.  

Can I sponsor a Host? 

You can sponsor a past Host under the Contacts tab. You cannot sponsor a Host of an open Cooking 

Class. You need to close the Cooking Class, then sponsor that contact. 

How do they enable their personal website (CEW)? 

All Consultants can enable/disable their CEW on their Profile.  

Why isn’t my New Consultant showing up on my Sponsoring page? 

a) They may still need to set up their Consultant account 

b) They may have completed their first 90 days (only Consultants in their first 90 days appear 

on your Sponsoring page). 

 

REPORTS 
How often are reports updated? 

Personal reports update immediately; team and organization reports can take up to three hours to 

update (to integrate the data). 


